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No, it is reasonable to me. Without attempting to offer a legal opinion, I do not 

see how such activities could be construed as evaluation. On the other hand, they are part 

of the overall EE-DR effort and, thus, should be included in the annual spendmg limits 

(i.e., the $39.4 million, $81.6 million, and $126.7 million limits discussed earlier under 

the section entitled “The estimated spending screens”). 

Do you have any opposition to the Company’s proposal to develop a request- 

for-proposals (“RFP”) for evaluation services upon Commission approval of the 

Plan, and selection of the evaluator as soon as possible? 

No. 

Do you have any opposition to the evaluator hired by the Company 

preparing semi-annual evaluation status reports? 

No. 

Do you have any opposition to the Company’s proposal that, in calculating 

the ratio of net program savings to gross program savings, the evaluator shall 

consider both free rider and spillover effects? 

In principal, I would have no opposition to evduations of program savings taking 

into account ‘‘free rider” and “spillover” effects. These. terms of art, by the way, are 

explained in the next subsection section, below. However, I would also note that 

estimating “free rider” and “spillover” effects may be easier said than done. I discuss 

these effects in greater detail later in my testimony. Thus, such estimates should be held 

up to scrutiny, and any uncertainty concerning their accuracy should be revealed. 

Do you have any opposition to the Company’s proposal to “deem” certain 

values for use in evaluating ComEd’s portfolio performance? 
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lo have some opposition to this aspect of the Company’s measurement and 

verification proposal. My position concerning deeming is articulated more fully in the 

next subsection, below. 

Do you have any opposition to the Company’s proposal that changes in 

deemed values that the evaluator believes are appropriate should only be applied 

prospectively to subsequent years of ComEd’s Plan? 

Yes, I do have some opposition to this aspect of the Company’s measurement and 

verification proposal. My position concerning deeming is articulated more fully in the 

next subsection, below. 

The Company describes a “collaborative” process, and proposes that, as part 

of this collaborative effort, the Company would seek stakeholder participation in 

the following: 

a. The development of the scope of work included in the solicitation 
of evaluation services. 

b. The review of evalnation proposals. 

e. The development of evaluation protocols that address the schedule 
for evaluations, the contents of evaluation reports, and the 
appropriate methods to be applied to evaluation of different types 
of program elements. 

d. The review of semi-annual reports prepared by the evaluator. 

ComEd Ex. 1.0, Part 1, p. 13. 

Furthermore, ComEd witness Brandt testifies that stakeholders in the 

proposed collaborative process would be relied upon for advice concerning the 

firing of evaluation contractors and the hiring of new ones. (ComEd Ex. 2.0, p. 38) 

Should the Commission approve these aspects of the Company’s plan? 
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No. Ultimately, I believe that the Company should be responsible for 

implementing the plan approved by the Commission, including but not limited to 

providmg an “independent evaluation.” If the Company wishes to enlist interested 

parties in that implementation process, that should be left to the Company’s discretion, 

and need not be approved or ordered by the Commission. 

However, if the Commission, despite my advice, was inclined to order the utility 

to include a collaborative process as part of its implementation of the plan, then there are 

several other questions that should be addressed. First, aside from the DCEO, the ICC 

Staff, and the Attorney General, the Company does not explicitly describe which 

orgamzations would be eligible and which would be ineligible to be a part of the 

collaborative process. Second, the Company does not specify the degree to which the 

participants in this collaborative will be “decision makers” or merely advisors to the 

Company. Third, to the extent to which participants would be “decision makers,” the 

Company does not describe how many votes each of the eligible participating 

stakeholders would be able to cast. 

In addition, I am also womed that the Company’s plan blurs the line between : 

Act’s evaluation provisionethose within subsection 12-103(f)(7) on the one hand and 

those withm subsection 12-103 (i) and u) on the other. As I noted, above, based on the 

admce of counsel, it is my understmding that these two sets of provisions are not 

inextricably connected in the sense that the Section 12-103(0(7) “independent 

evaluations” arranged by the utilities need not be the basis (or the & basis) upon which 

the Commission would make findings under Sections 12-103 (i) and (i). 

Does the Staff intend on participating in the Company’s collaborative 
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process? 

At this juncture, Staff intends on participating in the Company’s collaborative 

process, but would consider itself to be mostly just an observer. In general, Staff wishes 

to remain independent. This position could change, however, if the Commission chooses 

to order the utility to include a collaborative process as part of its implementation of the 

plan. Specifically, if the Commission grants some form of decision-making powers to 

I non-utility participants in the collaborative process, Staff may be compelled to be more 

active participants. 

B. The role of “deemed” values in evaluatinz EE-DR savinm 

As previously noted, following the second and third years of the plan, 

Seetions 12-103 (i) and a) of the Act require a determination of whether the 

“electric utility fails to meet the efficiency standard specified in subsection @).” For 

a subset of the efficiency measures that ComEd has included in its portfolio of 

programs, the Company seeks Commission pre-approval of certain values that 

would be assumed (or ”deemed”) for purposes of these Sections 12-103 (i) and (i) 

determinations. Have you reviewed the Company’s proposed deemed values? 

Yes. They were identified within the testimony of ComEd witness Jensen, 

ComEd Ex. 6.0, in Tables 6,7, and 8, on pages 39-42. The values in Tables 6 and 7 only 

involve lighting measures, while the values in Table 8 involve all measures and all of the 

ComEd (and DCEO) efficiency programs. 

Have you identified any potential inaccuracies with the deemed values within 

Table 6 (ComEd Ex. 6.0, pp. 39-40)? 

Yes. With respect to “Table 6 Proposed Deemed Annual kwh Savings Values,” 
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8 -. Jensen explained that -: savings values were 

. . . based on a simple calculation that multiples the difference in wattage 
between the assumed base technology and the efficient technology and the 
number of hours of opemtion. The operating hours used in the calculation 
are shown in Table 7. 

CornEd Ex. 6.0, pp. 40-41 

However, when I performed the simple calculation described by Mr. Jensen, for some of 

the measures, I got different results than those found in Table 6. In a data request 

response6, the Company suggested that it would be malung several modifications to Mr. 

Jensen’s testimony and his Tables 6 and 7 (although at the time of this writing, I have not 

seen these revisions posted to e-Docket). 

What revisions to Mr. Jensen’s Table 7 ‘‘Operating Hours” did the 

Company’s data request response suggest would be appropriate? 

The original Table 7, which provides input to computations needed to produce 

Table 6, included one number for the operating hours for “small retail” lighting. 

According to the data request response, the operating hours for this sector should 

distinguish between CFL and non-CFL lighting. The revised table would use the 

previous value of 3,724 for CFL lighting, but would add a new value of 4,004 for non- 

CFL lighting. 

What revisions to Mr. Jensen’ Table 6 “Proposed Deemed Annual kWh 

Savings Values” did the Company’s data request response suggest would be 

appropriate? 

The revisions to Table 6 would be to the energy savings shown for non-CFL 

Staff data request EDIV 2.05. 
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lighting measures. The suggested revisions are due to three factors identified by the 

Company in its response to Staffs data request. First, there is the change in the operating 

hour assumptions, as described in the immediately preceding question and answer. 

Second, the original calculations included “interactive effects.” The data request 

response indicates that that these effects are a function of the interaction between lighting 

and building thermal loads, that such effects can be quite variable, and that, therefore, the 

revised Table 6 would exclude these effects and would be based solely on the difference 

in power consumption between the two technologies and hours of operation. In the study 

conducted by Itron that the Company cites as support for these values, the energy 

interaction effect for the Retail - Small market sector is 1.1 1.’ In excludmg this 

interaction value of 1.1 1, ComEd is implicitly including the more “conservative” value of 

1 .OO (i.e., conservatively avoiding overestimating the energy savings). 

Third, the Company’s response indicates that 

[Tlhe difference in power consumption between the base and 
efficient technologies is not simply the difference in bulb wattage 
between base and efficient technologies. The ballasts themselves 
draw varying levels of power. Electronic ballasts draw less power 
than magnetic ballasts, with power consumption based on the 
“ballast factor,” which is lower for more efficient ballasts, higher 
for less efficient ones. 

The Company also provided Staff with a table entitled “Calculations for T-8 Measures,” 

which purportedly takes into account both lamp and ballast wattage differences.* 

Q. What is contained within Table 8 (ComEd Ex. 6.0, p. 42)? 

’ 2004-05 Datnboefir Energv Eflcient Re.sowces (DEER) U&te study. FinalRqori @ecQnber ZOOS), Table 3-5, p. 
3-9,pvidedas“ED 1.01-Attach 16.F’DF,”inrnponse.toStaiTdatarequestEDiv 1.01 t0ComF.d. 

diameter, while TI2 wouldhave a dim& of 12/8ths (or 1.5) inches. 
“Tn” specifies the diameter of tubular fluorscent bulbs in eighths of an inch. Thus, T8 is eqliident to a 1 inch 
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Table 8 contains the Company’s proposed deemed values for “Net-to-Gross” 

(‘“TG”) ratios for each of the Company’s programs, as well as each of DCEO’s 

programs. As I am about to describe, an NTG ratio is an adjustment to an otherwise valid 

estimate of the energy savings attributable to the installed efficiency measures under 

examination. Ideally, an NTG ratio would accurately take into account the following 

behavioral phenomena: 

First an NTG ratio would effectively deduct the portion of savings that would 

have occurred even in the absence of the program that encouraged those measures to be 

installed, because (a) some of the participants would have installed the same measures at 

the same time, @) some of the participants would have installed the same measures but a 

little later, and (c) some of the participants would have installed measures that were not 

quite as efficient as those under examination, but would still be greater-than-standard 

efficiency measures (with some of those being installed at the same time that the 

measures under examination were installed, and others being installed somewhat later). 

Some refer to this as “he-rider” effects. 

Second, an NTG ratio would effectively add savings due to efficiency measures 

other than those under examination, installed either by program participants or non- 

participants, but that would not have been installed in the absence of the efficiency 

program. Some refer to this as “spillover effects.” 

Thus. an NTG ratio could be derived as: 

100% 
- a percentage capturing free rider effects 
+ a percentage capturing spillover effects. 

Did you identify any potential inaccuracies with the deemed values within 
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A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. What initially struck me when I fmt saw Table 8 in Mr. Jensen’s testimony 

is that for 24 of the 26 programs listed the proposed value is the s a m d . 8 .  This seemed 

suspicious to me. It certainly suggests that this particular deemed value is much more of 

a guesstimate than the result of years of empirical study, as suggested by CornEd witness 

Brandt when he states, 

These values have been evaluated numerous times over several years, and 
projections of the NTG ratio from these other analyses will provide 
CornEd with reasonable projections of their expected results. There is no 
reason to use limited evaluation dollars to conduct new analyses of this 
data. 

Have you attempted to learn the basis for this 0.8, which the Company seeks 

to have deemed for 24 of its 26 programs? 

Yes. In response to Staff data request EDiv 2.04, the Company indicates that this 

value of 0.8 is in use by the Califomia Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”). Further 

investigation revealed that 0.8 is considered by the CPUC to be a “default value.” For 

instance, Chapter 4 of the CPUC’s “Energy Efficiency Policy Manual” states, in part, 

Applicants should refer to the SPM to determine the appropnate 
manner in which to use NTGRs in submitting program cost- 
effectiveness information. Program proposals should use the 
applicable NTGRs listed below. If a program is not listed below, or if 
a proposed program design deviates substantially &om past design of 
related programs, program proposals may utilize a default NTGR of 
0.8 until such time as a new, more appropriate, value is determined in 
the course of program evaluation. All existing programs not listed 
below shall also use a default value of 0.8. 
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CPUC, “Energy Efficiency Policy Manual,” Version 2, August 2003, pp. 18-19? 

Of course, this alone does not explain the basis for the 0.8 value, and such an 

explanation is not to be found in the entire CPUC document. However, in response to 

another data request, Company witnesses Jensen and Hall indicate that 

(i) The 0.8 default NTG ratio value is not a program-specific 
calculated value, but is a value that can be expected at the individual 
program level via the program’s implementation efforts. If the program 
is well designed, managed and operated, h4r. Hall would expect the 0.8 

Although this manual is ‘‘Prepared by the Energy Division,” it purpoltedly “contains the California Public Utilities 9 

Commission’s (Commission) policy rules m the development and evaluation of energy efficiency programs in 
Califomia.” The reference to SPM is to the “California Standard Practices Manual.” 
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NTG ratio value to be a good starting place from which the specific 
conditions associated with the program delivery would innuence the 
drection and intensity of the difference between the initial NTG ratio 
and the expost evaluation NTG ratio values. If the evaluations show 
higher NTG ratio values, then the net savings will reflect the higher 
savings, indicating effective operational strategies. If the evaluations 
demonstrate lower NTG ratio values, then the program would be 
expected to take action to increase the NTG ratio value, if needed. The 
0.8 default is based on the knowledge that this represents a reasonable 
expected value for a wide range of programs. 

(ii) The NTG ratio value was set at 0.8 for many different types of 
programs because, based on Mr. Hall’s experience, it is a reasonable 
value that he would expect to see from the evaluation efforts. The 
value can be adjusted over time if the program evaluations indicate a 
change to the initial NTG ratio value is needed, and such new value 
would apply prospectively in the next plan year. 

Response to Staff data request EDiv 2.04. 

Thus, Company witness Hall appears to base 0.8 on his personal experience. 

Furthermore, he endorses it as “a good starting place . . . for many different types of 

programs,” which “can be adjusted over time if the program evaluations indicate a 

change to the initial NTG ratio value is needed, and such new value would apply 

prospectively in the next plan year.” (a id . )  As far as I can determine, no specific study 

forms the basis for 0.8. 

Do you recommend that, in this docket, the Commission “deem” the values 

presented in Mr. Jensen’s Tables 6,7, and 8 (ComEd Ex. 6.0, pp. 39-42)? 

No. Even if I believed that “deeming” was a good idea in general (which I 

discuss in a later question and answer), based on the various concerns expressed above 

about potential inaccuracies in Tables 6,7, and 8, I would recommend against the 

Commission approving these values for purposes of Sections 12-103 (i) and (i) of the 

Act. Further analysis may reveal my concerns with specific Table 6,7, and 8 values to 
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be unwarranted, but, at this time, I cannot endorse these particular values. 

Does the DCEO seek Commission approval of deemed values? 

Yes. DCEO witness Feipel states, 

DCEO’s energy efficiency programs and implementation plan are 
currently based on kwh savings values related to individual efficiency 
measures, net-to-gross ratios, and realization rates based on 
nationwide efficiency data supplied to DCEO and the utilities by ICF 
International, Inc. DCEO requests that these kwh savings, net-to- 
gross, and realization rate values be approved by the Commission for 
use in the fmt three year planning period. If approved, these values 
would apply unless and until the results of the Measurement and 
Evaluation process determined that they should be modified based on 
information collected in Illinois. To the extent that the evaluator and 
the Advisory Group described below should propose different values 
than those approved in the plans, those new values, if accepted by the 
Commission, would apply on a going forward basis. 

DCEO Ex. 1.0, p. 54. 

Specifically, what values does DCEO seek to have deemed by the 

Commission? 

In Staff data request EDiv 2.01(a), Staff sought clarification from DCEO of the 

specific values the agency seeks to have deemed. The Department’s initial response was 

as follows: 

(a) Please provide tables listing all values for kwh savings, net-to-gross ratios, 
realization rates, and all other categories for which DCEO seeh approval by 
the Commission for use in the first three year planning penod 

RESPONSE: 
a) The information requested is contained in DCEO Exhibit 1.01. 

DCEO initial response to EDiv 2.01(a) 

To Staff, the Department’s initial response to this data request implied that it 

sought every number included in DCEO Ex. 1.01 to be deemed. From inspection of 

DCEO Ex. 1.01, that meant that the Department seemed to be requesting, among other 
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Since, among other 

things, that would obviate the need for any future Commission review of realized energy 

savings, Staff sought additional clarification from DCEO. A document entitled, 

“Clarification to . .. EDiv 2.01(a),” was received by Staff on December 13’2007. It is 

reproduced below: 

EDiv 2.01 On page 54 ofDCEO Ex. 1 0, DCEO witness MI. Fcipcl statss, 

DCEO’s energy egin’ency progmnrp arui implementarwn plan are eurrentiy 
based on k WA savings valua related to mdividual eficienw measures, nct- 
lo-grass d i m ,  ami realudion rata based on ndmwide @~iency data 
supplied IO DCEO and the utilitiea by ICF International. Inc. DCM) 
requests that these kWh suVmngs. net-ro-gms, and rdizatzon rate dues be 
approved by the Comvnhionfbr use in thepmt threeyearplanningperiod. 
If approved, these wluea m l d  appIy unlest and until the narlu cf the 
Measurement and EwhraMon process &ermined that thLy should be 
modffied based on  orm mu ti on collected in Ilianois. To the exient thaa the 
enahator and the Advisory Group described Mow should propose dzfeerent 
vahm than b e  approved in the plans, h e  new valuesb ifaccepted by Ihe 
CommiFsion, wuld apply on a going f o m r d  basis. 

(a) Plsssc pride tables listing all values for kwh savings, nes-to-pm ratios, 
realization rat- and all other categories for which DCEO seeks .qqmval by 
the Commission for use in the first three year planning paicd. 

RESPONSE: 

a) After l3he.r discussion mtb CommisSion s a  it appears that a list of measure-level 
kwh savings, net-to-gross ratios, and realization rates is brhg requsstsd. This 
infolmation is contained in the following exhibits: 
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DCEO Exbibit 1.01 contains the assumed net-to-gmas ratios and realization rates for all 
of DCEO's programs. These were provided to DCEO by ICF, Inc. 

Appendix B of ComEd Exhilit 1.0 DoW No. 07-0540 (also Appendix B of Amaren 
Exhiiit 2.1 Daokct No. 07-0539) cmtains the kwh savings far specific measures 
inclnded in the Public Sector prescdptive Pmgnun. These wem pmvided by ICF, Inc 
from the DEER databaaa. 

DCEOExhibits 1.08,1.09,1.10,and1.11 coatainkWhsavingsfors@ficmoaslms 
lnctuded in the Low Income New ConstnrCtion and Out Rehab. Low hcom Moderate 
Rehab, Low Income Energy Efficimt Single-family Remodeling, and Low hwm 
E n q y  Bcicncy Direct Install programs. These values were provided by LhmusPlus 
based on the Energy Star calculators. 

Table 6 in comsd Exhibit 6.0 Docket No. 07-0540 (also Tsbic 7 in h e r e n  Exhibit 4.0 
Docket N a  07-0539) contains midential lighting kwb savings. 

The attached table contains the l i ingkwh E W I ~ ~ S  values for Pubhc Sector buildings. 
These values were provided to DCEO by ICF, Inc. 
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Does the Department’s clarification to Staff data request EDiv Z.Ol(a), 

reproduced above, resolve your uncertainty with the respect to what the 

Department seeks to have deemed? 

No. 

What uncertainty persists, in your view? 
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;“Clarification to , .. EDiv 2.01(a)” suggests that DCEO seeks for 

“realization rates” to be deemed. I would note that Mr. Jensen (from ICF International, 

which DCEO cites as being responsible for providing these numbers) states in response 

to another Staff data request (EDiv 3.01 to ComEd) that realization rates should not be 

deemed, explaining: 

I ‘‘Realizetion mte” IS deiined in the Plan IS ”[tyle ratio 0fexjm-1 program savings to ex mte 
estimates of savin@ I’ (ComEd Ex 1 0, at 121 (Glossary of Tams) ) The realization rate is 
used In the analysis of progwns to accowrt for uncemnty anwndprugrinn performance The 
ratc used in tlw Plan i s  used pnmarily as a parameter in the uncertainty analysig. The value of 
0 95 is based on a subjective assessment of the ltkelihood that ex mie savings will equal expm 
savin@ 

... 
(e) 
from evaluations as the evaluator determines ex* net savings CornEd likely will use that 
information to inform its planning pmcess 

CmEd does nu intend for realization fates to be deemed Realization rates will em- 

Second, the “Clarification to . . . EDiv 2.01(a)” suggests that it wants to have 

deemed all the numbers for kwh savings associated with the Public Sector Prescriptive 

Program measures that are found in Appendix B of the CornEd‘s plan and Appendix B of 

the Ameren plans. ComEd’s Appendix B is 70 pages; Ameren’s Appendix B is 85 pages. 

Only portions of those appendices are associated with the Public Sector Prescriptive 

Program measures, though. Specifically, there are 140 Public Sector Prescriptive 

Program measures for ComEd and 5 1 for Ameren. Some of these are measures that are 

also included in the utilities’ programs, except that the utilities are not seeking to have 

the kwh values deemed; these include the following efficient technologies (e.g., Chiller 

Efficiency, Packaged Unit Efficiency, and VAV). I am not certain if DCEO seeks to 

have deemed the kwh savings of this particular subset of measurea. Furthermore, these 

Appendices list a considerable amount of information for each measure. I su 

am not certain, that DCEO seeks just the per installation values (in the h n t  part of th 
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tables) to be deemed, and not the projected total kwh savings (r-~wn further down, next 

to what looks like projected installation levels). 

Thinl, while DCEO cites DCEO Exhibits 1.08 through 1.1 1, from the agency's 

description, I believe it intended to refer to Exhibits 1.07 through 1.10. Furthermore, 

these exhibits include two types of kwh savings values: (A) per installation and (B) 

total. From my calculations, the latter are equal to (i) the per-installation values times (ii) 

an assumed or projected number of installations times (iii) an assumed realization rate 

times (iv) an assumed net-to-gross ratio. Thus, if DCEO seeks to have the total kwh 

savings values deemed, it would essentially be asking for the deeming of all four sets of 

numbers (i-iv). However, DCEO may only be asking for the per-installation kwh 

savmgs values to be deemed. In that case, it is asking for deeming only the following 

values: 

From DCEO Ex. 1.7: 

pmgrammabk thermostat' 
Reduce required towmge as a result 
of thermal envelope improvemerLs' 

Energy Star rated bathroom exhaust 
fan' 

9096AFUE furnace with efficient air 
handkc' 

432 

Energy S t a r  dishwasher' 62 

a9 

400 
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From DCEO Ex. 1.8 

From DCEO 1.9 

864 
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Have you had an opportunity to thoroughly examine the bases for the 

various values that DCEO seeks to have deemed? 

No. 

In general, do you recommend that, in this or any otherplanning docket, the 

Commission ‘deem” values related to the computation of energy savings for 

purposes of Sections 12-103 (i) and (i) of the Act? 

No. I recommend against deeming in this, or any otherplanning docket; but 

allow me to clarify this position. Under the sole rubric of “deemed values,” the Company 

and DCEO actually have raised two issues: 

(1) the partial reliance on values derived NOT from evaluation of the Company’s 

programs, i.e., NOT by collecting data on the Company’s customers and their usage of 

energy, but from external databases and studies performed in other places and at other 

times; 

(2) thepre-npproval of those values MOW, in this docket, as opposed to later, in 
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future proceedings, when the Commission must make fmdings pursuant to Sections 12- 

103 (i) and 6)  of the Act. 

My most significant concern is with (2) rather than (1). Indeed, there are some 

sound and practical reasons for partially relying on values derived NOT from evaluation 

of the Company’s programs (i.e., NOT by independently collecting unique data on the 

Company’s customers and their usage of energy), but from external databases and studies 

performed in other places and at other times. Simply put, there may very well already be 

available a wealth of useful data and sound expert analysis that can be tapped into and 

that can help in the process of estimating energy savings in Illinois. Indeed, for the 

planning purposes of this docket, the Company has relied upon such databases and 

studes, and Staff has not objected to that extent. 

But that same wealth of useful data and sound expert analysis will still exist one 

year from now, two years from now, three years from now, etc. In fact, there may be 

even more of such data and studies available. In addition, there will have been 

significantly more time for Staff and interveners (in preparation of hture Sections 12-103 

(i) and 6) proceedings) to have reviewed this wealth of data and studies and to have 

determined if some of it is less than useful or less than sound. Staff may even hire 

additional personnel or consultants, specializing in energy efficiency program evaluation, 

to cobble together Staffs version of the most reasonable and accurate energy efficiency 

databases. On the other hand, while reliance on such databases may be reasonable and 

even preferable for some programs, measures, and/or variables, such reliance may be 

unreasonable in other instances. In either event, the decision to rely on such databases 

like the decision to use one set of values versus another, need not and should not 
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at this time, in this docket, or --K that matter, in any planning docket. 

CornEd witnesses Brandt, Jensen, and Hall all argue that the Commission 

should deem the valnes in Mr. Jenson’s Tables 6 through 8 in order to mitigate the 

Company’s risk. Is that a valid argument for the Company’s proposal? 

No. It is true that the law establishes standards that the Company must meet and 

penalties for failure to meet these standards. Based on the advice of counsel, it is my 

understanding that the Commission’s job is to assess whether the standards have been 

met and, if warranted, impose the penalties. Certainly, the Commission could make that 

job easier simply by deeming values. However, in my view, getting the numbers right is 

more important then getting them right away. In my view, making a judgment now, with 

a bare minimum of review, is not amenable to getting the numbers right. 

Furthermore, the degree of risk to which the Company is exposed is negligible. 

For ComEd, the monetary penalty mentioned in the Act for failure to meet the standards 

cannot exceed a total of $1,330,000 ($665,000 if, after 2 years, ComEd fails to meet the 

efficiency standard, plus another $665,000 if, after 3 years, ComEd fails to meet the 

efficiency standard). When compared to the Company’s annual distribution rate 

revenues (at current rates), $665,000 would amount to a not-very-impressive penalty of 

less than 0.04% (That is not 4 percent, but 4 hundredths of 1 percent!).” 

C.  basin^ percent savinzs on actual uswe versus ureviouslv forecast usape 

Following the second and third years of the plan, Sections 12-103 (i) and Q )  

of the Act seem to require determination of whether the ”electric utility fails to meet 

‘oCOmputation~basedonratesandquantitieslistedinComEdEx.5.1 and5.2. 
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the efficiency standard specified in su 8ection @).” For t b  determination, should 

the efficiency standard be ‘0.4% of [the 

year commencing June 1,2009” and “0.6% of [the a quantity ofl energy 

delivered in the year commencing June 1,2010” or should it be ‘0.4% of [the 

previouslv forecast quantity ofl energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 

2009” and “0.6% of [the previouslv forecast quantity ofl energy delivered in the 

year commencing June 1,2010”? 

quantity ofl energy delivered in the 

To the extent to which this calls for a legal opinion or inhpretation of the Act, I 

offer no opinion or interpretation. However, from my own ‘policy” perspective, the most 

appropriate method would depend on (1) on the make-up of the portfolio under 

evaluation (particularly on the portfolio’s share of weather-sensitive versus non-weather 

sensitive measures) and (2) on how energy savings are determined in these future 

proceedings. After explaining these considerations, I will offer my policy 

recommendation. 

What is the significance of the make-up of the portfoPo under evaluation? 

Notwithstanding the influence of energy efficiency programs, the difference 

between forecast and actual levels of consumption are due largely to difference between 

“normal” and actual weather. For instance, a hotter-b-average summer is apt to 

induce a highex-than-average consumption of electricity as air-conditioners work 

overtime to keep us comfortable. Similarly, a portfolio of energy efficiency measures 

directed mostly to weather sensitive energy uses (e.g., air conditionhglcooling) will have 

a differential impact depending on actual weather. But a portfolio of energy efficiency 

measures dmcted mostly to non-weather sensitive energy uses (e.g., lighting usage is apt 
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to be relatively insensitive to weather) will produce about the same level of savings 

regardless of weather. Thus, for weather-sensitive measures, perhaps a more meaningful 

assessment of the utility’s performance in obtaining energy savings would compare 

savings to actual usage. But for weather insensitive measures, perhaps a more 

meaningful assessment of performance would compare savings to a weather-normalize 

level of usage. 

What is the significance of how energy savings are determined? 

For purposes of the plan, I would anticipate that the Company would estimate 

future energy savings &om weather-sensitive efficiency measures under an assumption of 

normal weather. Except as part of a sensitivity analysis, it would be inappropriate to 

assume extremely cold or extremely warm conditions. However, the after-the-fact 

energy savings from these weather-sensitive efficiency measures over any given period 

(such as June 2009 to May 2010) could be determined either in light of the weather 

conditions that prevailed that year (as implicitly assumed in the previous Q&A), or they 

could again be determined under an assumption of normal weather. If after-the-fact 

energy savings h m  weather-sensitive efficiency measures are determined in light of 

prevailing weather conditions, then, as previously stated, perhaps a more meaningful 

assessment of the utility’s performance in obtaining energy savings would compare those 

savings to actual usage. On the other hand, if after-the-fact energy savings from weather- 

sensitive efficiency measures are determined under an assumption of normal weather, 

then perhaps a more meaningful assessment of performance would compare those 

weather-normalized savings to a weather-normalized level of usage. 

What is your recommendation with regard to whether after-thefact savings 
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should be based on actual or normalized weather conditions and whether the 

attainment of percentage savings goals should be based on actual or previously 

determined total consumption? 

If it is permissible under the Act, then I would recommend using previously 

detennined total consumption (that is, determined in this proceeding as weather- 

normalized, expected usage), and that after-the-fact energy savings determinations be 

adjusted if necessary to reflect an assumption of normal weather, as well. 

D. The ubilitv to “bunk” eycess enerw suvinzs in a &en Plan veur. and MI& W 
sccess to and reduce a subseauent Plan vear’s eouL 

Are you familiar with ComEd witness Brandt’s testimony concerning the 

“banking” of excess energy savings? 

Yes. Mr. Brandt states that the Company is seeking h m  the Commission 

permission to ‘bank’ excess energy savings in a given Plan year, and apply that excess to 

reduce a subsequent Plan year’s goal (ComEd Ex. 2.0, p. 2), explaining further that 

In such a circumstance, forecast costs for the subsequent year of the 
Plan would be adjusted downward to reflect the need to achieve a 
lower kwh reduction in that year. In such case, not only would the 
goal be reduced in the subsequent year, but the projected costs input in 
Rider EDA would also be reduced for the subsequent year. This is 
explained in additional detail in Mr. Crumrine’s direct testimony. (See 
ComEd Ex. 5.0.) This “banking” concept is very important to the 
overall management of ComEd‘s portfolio. 

ComEd Ex. 2.0, p. 40. 

Should ComEd be authorized to “bank” excess energy saving m a given 

Plan year, and apply that excess to reduce a subsequent Plan year’s goal? 

If it is legally permissible, then I would recommend that the Commission 

authorize such banking. Although I will not provide a legal opinion, I do offer the 
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following “policy” consideration. In the absence of banking, in any one plan year, there 

is little reason for the Company to pursue savings above the goals set forth in the Act (or 

at a rate any faster than required by the Act). In fact, achieving greater energy savings 

(or achieving energy savings at a faster rate) in one year, may make it more difficult to 

achieve the Act’s goals in the following year, as the market for efficiency products and 

services becomes more saturated. Thus, the lack of banking privileges may actually 

constitute a disincentive to achieving greater energy savings (or achieving energy savings 

at a faster rate). Furthermore, since there some uncertainty about future participation 

levels and future savings cannot be forecast precisely, this disincentive to achieving 

greater energy savings (or achieving energy savings at a faster rate) m y  actually 

decrease the ultimate attainment of the Act’s percentage savings goals. 

Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 

Yes. 
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